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BOOK REVIEWS

on sustained muscle action. Under the somewhat
misleading title "Classification of Muscular Work",
prime movers, fixation muscles, and synergists are
extensively subdivided. At first sight this classification
appears rather involved, but some such scheme is
probably necessary to cover completely such movements
as flexion of the arm at all stages. In Part III these
principles are applied in formidable detail to athletics
and industrial tasks. The book is profusely illustrated
throughout, in many cases from films of famous athletes
in action.

References to other work on the subject are not
supplied and this is regrettable, however much fresh
ground may have been broken by the author. The
distinction between static and dynamic work is implied,
but this fundamental difference might have been given
more prominence, and, in view of the lengthy anatomical
introduction, some space might have been devoted to
oxygen consumption and efficiency of muscular work.
Many medical readers may not agree with the author's

views about causation of many cases of fibrositis (strain
and fatigue in certain muscles), Dupuytren's contracture
(sustained contractions of muscles of the fourth and
fifth fingers) or osteo-arthritis of the spine in women
(stiff corsets associated with fixation of the lumbar spine).

This book is nevertheless a major contribution to the
dynamics of human movements and the publisher's
claim that it is essential to those concerned with athletic
coaching, physical culture and education, occupational
therapy, physical medicine, and industrial health, is to a
large extent justified. M. L. THOMSON

Bulletin of Hygiene Reprints. Published monthly by
the Bureau of Hygiene and Tropical Diseases, Keppel
Street, Gower Street, London, W.C.1. Price 2s. Yearly
subscription 20s. (17s. 6d. without index).
The Bureau of Hygiene and Tropical Diseases collects

and disseminates information on all branches of public
health and preventive medicine through the Bulletin of
Hygiene.
The Bureau's Bulletin of Hygiene Reprints, which is

a new publication, contains those sections of the Bulletin
of Hygiene which deal with occupational hygiene and
toxicology, atmospheric pollution, occupational psycho-
logy, physiology as applied to hygiene, and hygiene of
buildings. These abstracts have been printed separately
so that they may be more readily available to non-
medical men such as industrial engineers, chemists,
works managers, welfare officers, and others in industry
who are concerned with the health and efficiency of
workers. The " Reprints " will also be of value to the
industrial medical officer who does not already subscribe
to the Bulletin of Hygiene.
The abstracts, all of which are written in English by

those who have special knowledge of the various subjects,
reach a high standard and give useful and well classified
information about original papers many of which appear
in foreign or other journals to which reference is not
easily made. Sometimes contributors indicate at the
end of the abstract the value of the original paper. This
makes the abstract much more useful and is an example
which might well be followed by more contributors.

RICHARD SCHILLING
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